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Event production: Angela Nat,
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“This information is VITAL for all cell phone users.”
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EDITORIAL
A Chance for Small
The increasingly complex world-wide economic meltdown is putting
new life into the old greenie saying of “Think global, act local.” The
combination of financial chaos, wacky weather, disintegrating ecosystems, and egocentric leaders is creating a perfect storm of uncertainty.
No one knows what’s going to happen next on a global scale.
Acting locally is about the only reasonable course of action left, and
indeed, may end up being the only way forward. How communities act
locally on matters of environmental and social importance – especially
if there are enough around doing so with visions of deep sustainability
– now more than ever has a chance to influence global thinking, an unprecedented trickle-up effect.
The world-wide disintegration of the economy of infinite growth
opens up opportunities for profound change. On the practical level of
regional planning, those looking for ways ahead which are both economically and environmentally sustainable can finally bypass tedious
arguments about unfettered growth being a Good Thing For Us All. The
proponents of torpedo economic policies (full speed ahead and damn
anything in the way) can no longer hide from the glaring truth that such
a system is both finite and damaging. While CEOs, union heads and politicos duke it out on the mainstage, small scale economies have a wonderful chance to chart their own course and perhaps, as a nice side effect,
save the planet.
Leslie Gillett, Courtenay BC, January 2009

Notable Quotable
“That governments around the world so quickly and easily
found trillions of dollars to bail out the bankers, lenders and
speculators who precipitated the financial crisis shows starkly
the brutal disdain with which governments have treated their own
citizens for decades.
“Who can now believe that governments could not have found
the money for better schools, health care, and other programs
that would have enhanced the well-being and livelihood of millions
of ordinary citizens and helped create a more just, equitable and
stable world?”
—“Trillions for the greedy bankers, pennies for their victims,”
Chris Floyd, The CCPA Monitor, December 2008-January 2009

Moving? Moved? We can’t deliver if you don’t let us know!
Want an e-copy of your subscription, instead of snail mail,
or in advance of snail mail?
Email orders@watershedsentinel.ca
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Around The World
quickly, geologically-speaking: in tens of years, not in millions or even thousands.
—http://climate.jpl.nasa.gov/evidence/

Panic Among Scientists about Climate

http://climate.jpl.nasa.gov/evidence/

Compiled by Delores Broten & Susan MacVittie

Fly Ash Spill in Tennessee
In December, a containment pond at Tennessee’s Kingston coal-fired electricity plant gave way. The breach released a flood of 1.3 million cubic metres of toxic fly ash,
produced from the pollution controls on the stacks. The fly
ash has spilled into a river, damaged homes and covered
120 hectares.
—The Earth Observatory, NASA December 2009

While the people and their politicians went into
damage control mode about the ever-increasing signs of
economic depression, news from the scientific community
became urgent about the increasing likelihood of abrupt
climate change. The US National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) summarizes the evidence from the
following areas:
• Rate of sea level rise (doubled in the last decade)
Faulty gene promotes leukemia
• Levels of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere (higher
Chinese researchers have discovered that children with
than any time in past 650,000 years)
a defective variant of a gene called XRCC1 are more likely
• Global surface air temperatures (rising faster)
to develop leukemia if living within 100 metres of high• Oceans (top 700 metres warming)
voltage power lines. The gene is one of many
• Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets
that normally help repair DNA damage and
“The evidence
(shrinking massively since 2002)
has previously been associated with breast
for abrupt
• Mountain glaciers and snow (in decline)
and prostate cancer in smokers. Researchers
climate change
• Plant and animal species (moving to
suggest that children exposed to power-line
is compelling.”
higher ground and toward the poles)
electromagnetic fields suffer DNA breaks,
—NASA
• Precipitation and evaporation patterns
but those who carry this modified gene canover the oceans (salinity increased near
not repair the damage.
equator and decreased at higher latitudes)
London Daily Mail, December 20, 2008 and MicroNASA states calmly in what, for science speak, is a
wave News, www.microwavenews.com/XRCC1.html
massive shout: “Ice cores drawn from Greenland, Antarctica, and tropical mountain glaciers show that the Earth’s
Artificial Snow Hurts Alps
climate responds to changes in solar output, in the Earth’s
Artificial snow is used in 30% of the Alps’ ski resorts.
orbit, and in greenhouse gas levels. They also show that
Now scientists are concerned because artificial snow melts
in the past, large changes in climate have happened very
two to three weeks later than normal snow, contains more
minerals and nutrients than regular melt water, and interferes with the Alpine water table.
—Spiegel Online, April 18, 2008, www.spiegel.de
Not-So-Canadian Cheddar
Changes to the Canadian Food and Drug Act will establish minimum domestic milk content from 100% to 63%
for four categories of Canadian cheese: Traditional Cheddar, Fine Cheeses, Cheddar Cheese, and Mozzarella. The
three big Canadian cheese suppliers, Saputo, Parmalat, and
Kraft Canada, have petitioned the Supreme Court for a judicial review because they want to continue using imported
low cost milk protein concentrates.
—Vancouver Sun, December 13, 2008

This graph, based on the comparison of atmospheric samples contained
in ice cores and more recent direct measurements, provides evidence that
atmospheric CO2 has increased since the Industrial Revolution.(NOAA)
Watershed Sentinel
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LETTERS

Fuss About Run of River?

The Watershed Sentinel welcomes letters but reserves
the right to edit for brevity, clarity, legality, and taste.
Anonymous letters will not be published.
Send your musings and your missives to:
Watershed Sentinel, Box 1270, Comox BC V9M 7Z8
editor@watershedsentinel.ca

An unsigned article that appeared recently in local
papers asked ‘What’s all the fuss about Run of River?’ to
which there is a simple reply that leads to more complex
truths. The fuss about run of river hydro-electric projects
is that they are an environmental, economic and social disaster in the making. Run of river is not ‘green’ at all.
Some of the facts about run of river are these: they are
part of one of the largest sellouts of public resources ever
in Canada, the scope and nature of these projects entail
massive environmental damage to hundreds of invaluable watersheds, they threaten grizzly bear and salmon
habitat and will disrupt ecosystems with large scale water
diversions, acid-generating rock mining and thousands
of kilometres of transmission line clearcuts. Meanwhile
these projects set up infrastructure for bulk water exports,
made possible through NAFTA challenges, and put our
public resources in the hands of corporations notorious for
their manufacture of military hardware including nuclear
weapons. Further, Bill C 30, introduced by the BC Liberals, removed any opportunity for the public and local government to have input in these and other developments.
British Columbia is, on the surface, a net importer of
electricity because we buy low from outside the province
and sell high to the USA, not because we need the power
domestically, but because it makes profits – this is a fact.
It is a fact that BC Hydro’s own 2007 Conservation
Potential Report states that 50% of power requirements in
2026 could come through conservation measures. That is
15,000 GigaWatt Hours or enough electricity to power one
and half million homes. The 2006 census counted 1.6 million households in BC.
There are solutions to British Columbia’s energy
needs but run of river as presented is not part of it. The BC
Energy Plan needs to be overturned and rewritten. Focusing instead on conservation and truly green, sustainable

Watershed Sentinel

energy sources such as wind power generation close to
existing transmission lines and urban centres. BC Hydro’s
mandate to oversee domestic generation must be returned
and made more robust. A policy framework should be
established at the provincial level to guide any run of the
river developments that are approved through rigorous environmental assessment.
The BC Environmental Protection Act must be enforced, removing the 49 megawatt loophole-threshold for
EPA reviews on electrical generation projects; and repealing Bill 30 to restore local government’s role in land use
zoning and the public’s right to have a say in these and all
developments in and around British Columbia’s communities. A full dialogue between the BC Sustainable Energy
Association and the Citizens for Public Power would improve public dialogue a great deal too, as would kicking
the BC Liberals to the curb on May 12.
Philip Stone, Quathiaski Cove, BC

Environmental Class Action
Lawsuits Win Court Ruling

A precedent-setting ruling from the Supreme Court
of Canada in the case of St. Lawrence Cement Inc. v. Barrette, has upheld the right for citizens to launch environmental class action lawsuits, even if a facility is within
its permit limits. The lawsuit began when a class action
brought by neighbours of a controversial Quebec City
cement factory sought compensation for damage caused
by the factory’s operation, including noise, odour, and
dust problems. The Quebec Environmental Law Centre
and Friends of the Earth Canada intervened in the dispute to defend the rights of Canadians to use class action
procedures in environmental nuisance cases. The groups
also sought to challenge a controversial Quebec Court of
Appeal decision that would have prevented class action
lawsuits over environmental harm.
“Future environmental nuisance claims will be more
easily proven under a no-fault regime, and polluters will
have even more incentive to clean up their act to avoid
being sued by their neighbours,” stated Will Amos of
EcoJustice.
—Ecojustice, Friends of the Earth Canada, November 2008
4
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REGIONAL ROUNDUP
Compiled by Delores Broten & Susan MacVittae
One More Town in GE-Free BC
In November, Nelson City Council and Mayor unanimously voted in favour of a resolution to make Nelson a
Genetically Engineered Free zone. This resolution means
that farmers in the Nelson area can continue to grow crops
and save seed without fear of GE cross-contamination.
Nelson is the third GE Free zone in Canada, with the
Regional District of Powell River becoming the first in
2004, followed by Saltspring Island in 2005.
—www.gefreebc.org

decade, other environmentalists not involved in the negotiations expressed suspicion that the process will turn out to
be the first step to opening non-protected areas of the coast
to intense oil and gas exploitation and tanker traffic.
—Living Oceans Society and Watershed Sentinel files,
December 2008
Coal Bed Methane Okayed for Fernie,
But a Moratorium for the Klappan
In December BC granted BP tenure for its 1500 well,
500 square kilometre coal bed methane development near
Fernie BC, despite local and US objections. Although the
town of Fernie, which has a mountain resort economy, is
opposed, the coal town of Elkford nearby is in favour. BC
said first nations had been consulted. At the same time, the
province slapped a two year moratorium on coalbed methane development in the Klappan where First Nations and
environmentalists are opposed to Shell Canada’s plans for
the “Sacred Headwaters.”
—Globe and Mail, December 8, 2008

Must Read: Useful and Easy to Use
Learn what you need to know about the GE
ingredients in your food. Download Abra Brynne’s
well-researched 18-page booklet, The Canadian
Consumer’s Guide to Ingredients which may have been
genetically engineered - or - How to become a detective
in your own food system, for free from her web site at
www.peelingtheonion.ca under the “What” section. The
booklet is crammed with great and accurate information
about hidden food elements such as derivatives and
enzymes, as well as helpful resources on alternatives.
Highly recommended.

Voting Day May 12, 2009
BC Votes Again on Electoral Reform
In 2004, the BC government commissioned the BC
Citizens’ Assembly on Electoral Reform to examine the
voting system. One hundred and sixty people drawn
randomly from across the province determined that the
province needed an electoral system that granted voters
a more representative vote. In a nine month process, they
looked at electoral systems around the world and decided
that BC should adopt a Single Transferable Vote (STV) as
currently used for many elections within Australia, Ireland,
Malta, New Zealand, the United Kingdom, and the United
States.
In the 2005 election, 58% of British Columbians voted
to support the recommendations of the Citizens’ Assembly
on Electoral Reform and introduce a Single Transferable
Vote (BC-STV). This was 2% short of the quota required
by the government to change the voting system.
Because the results were so close, on May 12, 2009
during the next provincial election, BC will hold a second
referendum on implementing the same STV system.

BC Ocean Agreement
In December, the Living Oceans Society, David Suzuki Foundation and Sierra Club BC congratulated Fisheries and Oceans Canada and Coastal First Nations on their
agreement to develop a “comprehensive marine plan” for
British Columbia’s Pacific North Coast Integrated Management Area (PNCIMA).
The Living Oceans Society says the PNCIMA planning process will develop a marine use plan for the ocean,
similar to the Land Use Plans that were developed for the
Great Bear Rainforest: “The intent of the marine plan for
PNCIMA is to establish an ecosystem-based management
plan for the region, including outcomes and recommendations that provide for the long-term sustainability of resource use for future generations.” Colin Campbell for the
BC Sierra Club called on BC to join the process, especially
given the jurisdiction the province has over marine foreshore as well as tenures and licenses.
Not surprisingly, in a province where resource extraction of all kinds has proceeded at a hectic pace over the last
Watershed Sentinel

To learn more and get involved: Fair Vote Canada,
www.fairvote.ca; www.stv.ca, www.citizensassembly.
bc.ca/public
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Using the Activist’s Toolkit

Swimming upstream against development in Salmon Arm
by Jim Cooperman
The city was considering the development despite a
lack of independent comprehensive studies, using instead
the reports provided by the developers. We contracted an
independent biologist to study the proposal. When city
council denied us the opportunity to present this analysis
to them, we held a press conference outside city hall, thus
garnering extensive media coverage.
A public hearing date was set for September and then
rescheduled until October to accommodate the developer.
One week prior to the hearing, the developer revised his
plans for storm water drainage by moving the pond away
from the river. We revised our environmental argument to
focus on the potential impacts to the wetlands.
Everyone in our data base, which had grown to over
1500 people thanks to canvassing work, was phoned. As a
result, the hearings were packed with supporters who sported “Save our wetlands, No to bad development” stickers
and buttons. We overwhelmed the big-box supporters with
196 speakers giving impassioned presentations, while
19 speakers were in favour.
After our victory, there
were claims that the “silent
majority” was intimidated
by our presence. We carried
on with our campaign during the November municipal election, with ads, flyers
and more phoning. However
the big-box boosters also
Site of Proposed
60-acre Development
worked the crowds at the
hockey games. The election results proved that a silent majority does exist, with a margin
of approximately 58 percent in favour of the development.
Fortunately, because more opponents of the development were running for office, there are now four council
members opposed and only three in support. There is now
talk of a plebiscite, which if held could be most problematic to those opposing the big box centre. And there is no
doubt the developers will be back as they paid an estimated
$12-million for the property.
t
For more information see www.casssa.ca.

The arduous campaign to oppose a big-box development on the floodplain near the mouth of the Salmon River,
three kilometres west of Salmon Arm, has been successful
to date, but the battle is far from over. After a public hearing for rezoning in October that spanned 26 hours over five
nights, the city council vote was tied, and thus the rezoning
bylaw failed to pass third reading.
Only a few communities in BC have resisted the intrusion of big-box stores. Our efforts began in earnest in May
with a rally held on the day the regional district rejected a
massive development near the mouth of the Adams River,
as connecting one successful campaign with the next one
was key. Our campaign followed the classic activist strategy that includes researching the potential impacts, educating the public, building alliances, seeking media exposure
and developing a data base.
We reached out to every like-minded organization in
the community to form the Coalition for Responsible Development. Our focus was on
the negative environmental,
Salmon Arm
economic and social impacts
Town Centre
posed by the SmartCentres
plan to build 370,000 square
feet of commercial buildings
and a parking lot for 1900
cars. A rally held downtown
during the summer attracted hundreds of people who
heard impassioned speeches
from community leaders.
We produced educational material that was modelled after the flyer used in Gibsons
for the campaign that halted a proposed waterfront development. Thousands of flyers were direct mailed or inserted
into the weekly paper, and our group received back over
eight hundred forms from volunteers, along with some donations.
The major environmental concern was the proposal to
construct an artificial pond close to the river to contain the
run-off from the massive roofs and parking lot as well as the
water from a creek which would be diverted from the site.
Salmon Arm Bay encompasses relatively pristine wetlands
that serve as breeding areas for thousands of birds, including endangered Western Grebes. The Salmon River has benefited from massive restoration efforts for its nearly extinct
salmon runs, which could be threatened by the development.
Watershed Sentinel

Jim Cooperman is president of the Shuswap Environmental Action Society, www.seas.ca
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by Lannie Keller

Independent People Power:

We had learned more
about Bill 30, the 2002
BC provincial legislation
used to quash and override
community decisions (and
we continue to fear Bill 30
as the most frightening affront to democracy British Columbians have ever experienced!)
ILMB solicited comments as required by their process.
Ministry of Tourism & Sport, Strathcona Regional District,
and several First Nations added perspectives and concerns.
We aren’t sure what else went on behind the scenes or who
said what.
We asked for one more meeting at ILMB in Nanaimo.
Prepared for the worst, our meeting was instead a pleasant
conversation with the Land Officer. She informed us that,
based on all the information, she had just recommended the
permits be disallowed. She said they had received many letters that were important to the decision. We were properly
grateful – and managed to contain our exuberance till we
got out of earshot. Yay!!
In the afterglow, we wonder what to do with the good
energy. We realise this was a relatively ‘easy’ victory, and
there are many huge challenges begging attention and energy. We’re still pondering if and how we can use the experience we gained.
t
Lannie Keller runs Coast Mountain Expeditions on Read
Island with her husband Ralph.

Protecting Surge Narrows & Okisollo Rapids

Luckily a friend read
the city paper where they
advertise these things. Unluckily the deadline was
imminent. Another Independent Power Producer (IPP) application – another wilderness place.
With its wonderful parks and astonishing tidal rapids,
the application area is precious to both local residents and
an international community of kayakers. We know there are
some places on earth we should treasure as wild, and there
are better places for a tidal power installation! What to do?
We got a few local letters out pretty quick, but it would take
more than that to stop this idea with eager investors behind
it. We found out the applicants were a newly formed BC
company with venture capital from an eastern European
casino corporation. Why are they in our backyard?
Deadlines passed. My first letter to the Integrated
Land Management Bureau (ILMB) complained about lack
of adequate community notification, short comment timelines and incredibly scant information; I listed numerous
user groups who would be affected, dismayed, and actively
opposed. We tried to follow up with arrangements to get a
Land Officer on-site, but it didn’t come together.
We researched the proposal – as with most of the applications, we found not much information available on the
government website. Elsewhere we learned generally about
tidal power installations, discovered more about the sell-off
of BC water rights, the social implications of privatization,
and the huge value of BC’s water – vital to life and loaded
with energy.
Our challenge was to direct a strong, consistent and
persistent message to government decision-makers. We
created an information page that identified the areas, explained the issues, and pleaded for action. Then we contacted people familiar with the area, especially those who could
speak with ‘big’ voices – we began to mobilize recreation,
professional, and community organizations.
The result of our efforts was (I think) about 50 email
letters. They emphasized the unique nature of the Surge
Narrows and Okisollo tidal rapids for kayaking (two of only
four such in the province), their proximity to BC provincial
parks with wilderness values, and the probable negative
impacts of tidal power development. Over and over people
wrote, ‘...These natural features are rare and world-class
wonders. Existing social and environmental values are well
established and cannot be compromised.’
ILMB received the letters even though they were all
‘late.’ ‘Our’ letters kept trickling in...
Watershed Sentinel
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Choose your cause. Aim high but stay real about
what’s possible.
Know what you want to happen and focus on one
outcome.
Research the situation. Find the politicians and bureaucrats who carry weight.
Decide on your strategy. Think carefully.
Organize your support. Contact people who can
best help your cause.
Provide clear and concise information about the situation, the problem, the solution.
Ask for the help you need. Direct request phone calls
work best; people to people is how our campaign
gained momentum.
Letters do count. Emails seem as-good these days,
and easy! Give people some ideas to work with and
encourage original writing – short is fine.
Use communication tools: Internet postings, direct
group emails, facebook... Social networking has
powerful potential. People power is about people
working together. Real hugs are good.
Stay positive!
January-February 2009
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Yellowstone to Yukon
The vast lands of the
Yellowstone to Yukon region
will give animal and plant
species some of the space
and resources they need to
adapt to changing conditions.

Linda Mirro

Bull elk bugling during fall rut

by Nicky Blackshaw
The Yellowstone to Yukon Conservation Initiative (Y2Y), an international non-profit, is recognized as
one of the world’s leading examples
of large-scale landscape conservation in practice. Y2Y works with local
organizations to facilitate and create
a holistic approach to land use management throughout the mountainous
region that extends 2,000 miles (3,200
kilometres) from Yellowstone National Park to the Yukon wilderness.
The Yellowstone to Yukon region
contains some of the most spectacular
Watershed Sentinel

mountains and beautiful landscapes
in the world, and holds a rich diversity
of wildlife and habitats, as well as a
wide variety of human communities
and cultures. This region represents
one of the world’s last chances to hold
onto a vast, fully functioning mountain ecosystem. A place where trout
and salmon spawn in clean rivers, and
where healthy forests and highlands
support all the native species – from
grizzly bears to human beings – that
comprise the unique natural heritage
of the Yellowstone to Yukon region.
Climate change is emerging as
one of the most profound ecological
8

and social concerns of our time, and
this means large-landscape initiatives
like Y2Y are more important than
ever. Responses to climate change
take two forms: mitigation and adaptation. Mitigation involves taking
action to reduce the human causes of
climate change, such as using clean
energy sources instead of fossil fuels.
Adaptation involves biological, behavioural, or physical adjustment to
changing conditions.
In terms of adaptation, the vast
lands of the Yellowstone to Yukon region will give animal and plant species some of the space and resources
they need to adapt to changing conditions. Significantly, this area is one of
the world’s few remaining areas with
the geographic variety and biological
diversity to facilitate an opportunity
of this magnitude.
As scientists continue to study
the potential scope of climate change,
it is apparent that plant and animal
species need a variety of ecosystems
and landscapes available to them if
they are going to successfully adapt
to a changing climate. If they can’t
adapt, species will ultimately face extinction. In the face of warming temperatures, many species are already
starting to adapt. For example, North
American red squirrels experiencContinued on Page 10
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Y2Y continued
ing warmer spring temperatures and
a corresponding increase in available
food are adapting by reproducing earlier in the year.
Climate-induced changes are already affecting grizzly bears that depend on whitebark pine trees, which
produce a nut that is a key grizzly
food source. The trees are being decimated by a blister rust that will spread
more widely and become more deadly
in a warming climate. Situations such
as this and the mountain pine beetle
underscore the importance of maintaining connectivity so bears, as well
as other species, can search out habitats that will support them.
In response to the accumulating
evidence of, and scientific information on, climate change, Y2Y is working to maintain and restore important
grizzly bear habitat. By preserving
an umbrella species like the grizzly,
a whole array of other animals and
plants with less extensive needs are
also preserved.
Based on in-depth analyses of
the way climate change could affect
the region, Y2Y has been integrating
an understanding of climate change
into three foundational conservation
strategies – the Grizzly Bear Strategy,
as noted above, and the Avian and

Aquatic Strategies, currently in development. These strategies address the
pressures of climate change on animal and plant species in the way they
work:
• Conserve and connect large landscapes, providing plants and animals with the ability to move to
more habitable locations;
• Offer linked, north-south habitat
zones for wildlife migrations;
• Provide various elevations to allow both plant and animal species
to ascend to higher ground as climate change makes higher elevation habitat more hospitable;
• Sustain as many native plant species as possible to reduce the invasion of exotic species.
To put these conservation strategies to work, Y2Y partners with a
number of organizations across the
region. For example, we are working
with American Wildlands in Montana
and Idaho to identify and secure linkage zones – areas of land that connect quality habitats – to facilitate the
movement of animals, including grizzly bears.
Recently the Nature Conservancy
of Montana and the Trust for Public
Lands successfully announced the

Montana Legacy Project, the largest land conservation deal in US history. Similarly in Canada, the Nature
Conservancy of Canada announced
the largest private land deal in Canadian history, the Darkwoods Project.
These projects involve massive pieces
of land in British Columbia and Montana that support a tremendous range
of biologically rich habitats, from old
growth forests to rich aquatic ecosystems. These types of land deals are
crucial as they provide the space and
diversity of habitats that wildlife need
to successfully adapt to our changing
climate.
With public dedication and involvement, especially in land use and
community planning, humankind can
meet the challenge of climate change.
Y2Y and our partners have a critical
role to play in meeting that challenge,
by ensuring healthy and interconnected ecosystems for wildlife and people,
today and into the future.
t
Nicky Blackshaw, Communications Manager for Y2Y, completed
a public relations program at Mount
Royal College and worked in the oil
and gas and high-tech industries before transitioning to the environmental non-profit sector.

In November, a majority of members in the European Parliament approved a
“Plan Bee” to create bee sanctuaries across the continent. Called bee recovery zones,
the areas will follow the old tradition in Italy and other bee-keeping countries of leaving some grassy meadows uncultivated and free to develop the wild flowers that nurture insects. The areas, placed in rotations, also give soils a chance to recover from
intensive cultivation.
Switzerland already sets mandatory “environmental compensation zones,” ranging from 1 to 2% of cultivated areas, according to the Swiss bee keeping association,
as a tool to preserve soils. The new European Union resolution aims for a 1% quota
in addition to “compensation zones” planted to protein rich flowers. Crops are suffering because up to half the bees in parts of Europe have been hit by Colony Collapse
Disorder, which was originally blamed on climate change, infections, or pesticides.
New research also suggests that the intensive monoculture of industrial agriculture is
resulting in bees suffering from malnutrition.
—The Christian Science Monitor, December 2, 2008
Watershed Sentinel
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Local Conservation In Action
Get involved with Land Protection

by Leslie Gillett

We need your help!
There are many ways to contribute:

Sustainable regional planning could be seen as a
necessary and important tool in these changing economic
and environmental times, but perhaps a somewhat dry topic for an animated conversation. That idea could hold true
until meeting Comox Valley Land Trust executive director
Jack Minard, from the regional district mid-way up Vancouver Island.
“We’ve walked into the middle of a changing paradigm,” he says. “It’s great. I really think we have an incredible opportunity for real change.”
After years and years of getting lip service at best as
a “green space” designation in planning documents, conservation strategies are now migrating front and centre.
This fundamental shift in focus is cropping up in planning
processes across the province, indeed around the whole
country. In BC, there are a number of jurisdictions exploring ways of making regional planning work, such as the
Okanagan-Similkameen where three regional districts are
trying to establish a framework for planning through the
South Okanagan Conservation Strategy.
Regional conservation planning is finally becoming
the new normal, says Minard, who has been working with
watershed and estuary conservation for many years. This
past May was the first time all four planners from the Comox Valley area – Cumberland, Comox, Courtenay and CV
Regional District – were in the same room together. Amazing as that may seem, planners of neighbouring districts
“with very different cultures” rarely got together until recently.
“We are learning how to integrate our built environments into a natural environment. We are suggesting you
let nature in right from the start,” Minard says.
The Comox Valley Land Trust has been instrumental
in getting various jurisdictions to work together, particularly since the publication of Nature Without Borders: The
Comox Valley Land Trust Regional Conservation Strategy.
Almost five years in the making, the report takes a bird’s
eye view of conservation planning, one that follows lines of
watersheds and natural wildlife corridors rather than political boundaries. Two years of research gave rise to a blueprint on how to define, categorize and best protect the ecology of a region. Basically, it’s about putting conservation
and restoration on an equal footing with perceived social
and economic needs, rather than as a feel-good addendum
at the very end of the planning process.
The idea of development at any cost is finally giving
way to an understanding that any community is only as
Watershed Sentinel
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Become a member and/or make a donation
Volunteer your time, knowledge and expertise,
Consider options for placing your land in trust.
See www.cvlandtrust.org

vibrant and healthy as its natural landscape. Regional conservation strategies are being given a boost from numerous
factors such as the recent slowdown in the economic sector,
an increased environmental awareness and a new willingness on the part of planners and politicians to see regions as
“an interconnected system, joined by water, plants, wildlife
and culture.”
It’s been a long and winding road for environmentalists, Minard says, too long according to some who lament
the change may be too little, too late.
The province has mandated that a regional growth
strategy be in place by 2010. Meanwhile, a public-driven,
consultant-led process examining sustainability issues in
the valley is presently underway. While Minard says he is
“more friendly bear than bulldog” environmentally speaking, he too believes time for talk and no action is past, because there simply is too much to lose.
t

Nature Without Borders

Nature has no borders; it does not recognize political or philosphical boundaries and it is essential for the
health of human and non-human communities alike. To
view nature in this way represents not a special interest
approach but a modern advance in civil society. We are
realizing that the current loss of ecosystems and biodiversity cannot continue, yet pressures to develop land for
human use is placing huge demands on what remains.
Without a regional consensus to address these issues, the continued loss of biodiversity will eventually
undermine nature’s ability to provide essential environmental services. Clean air and water, healthy soils, local
food production and food security, and natural resource
industries are at stake.
The very fabric that sustains us as a species is at
risk. We are encouraging planning that ensures a quality
of life for our great, great grandchildren and beyond.
—Foreword to “Nature Without Borders: The Comox Valley Land Trust Regional Conservation Strategy”
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Resurrecting Rio

Of Carbon, Forests and Biodiversity
So far the menu of options does not include the key protection of nature that is urgently
needed. Protecting carbon sinks and practicing carbon stewardship are the best tools
for protecting biodiversity, as well as mitigating and adapting to climate change.
by Briony Penn
This summer a long, detailed
and beautifully illustrated report
came out called Taking Nature’s
Pulse: The Status of Biodiversity in
British Columbia, (See www.biodiversitybc.org). On the front cover is
a Taylor checkerspot butterfly, a coho
salmon, a bumblebee, a spirit bear and
an ensatina salamander. The report is
a labour of love and science put out by
Biodiversity BC, a coalition of fifty
scientists from both environmental
organizations and the provincial government.
What struck me most is that I
haven’t seen a document like this for
nearly 15 years. Not since BC took a
huge leadership role by being the first
to sign the UN Convention of Biodiversity at the Earth Summit in Rio in
1992 has there been such a concerted
effort to bring together all the people
observing the natural world (in BC)
to give us a status report on their research. The most important thing
about the report is not simply the findings, which are as serious and disturbing as we could have imagined, but

Joe Foy

Flora and fauna became the Rio
rejects, despite the fact that
deforestation and changes in
land use are the second leading
cause of global warming.

Watershed Sentinel

that it hopefully signals a resurrection
of Rio in the hearts of British Columbians.
The original intention of Rio
was to tackle the overarching issue
12

of threats to the earth. In addition to
the biodiversity convention there was
a convention on climate change and a
third on desertification. These three
inter-related approaches were collectively meant to bring together the
countries of the world, to come up
with an integrated plan: stop humaninduced carbon emissions going into
the atmosphere, prevent desertification and protect the raw material of
nature.
After all, functioning ecosystems
are the primary mechanism for drawing carbon out of the air. However,
during the sixteen ensuing years, the
only part of Rio that anyone has heard
about is climate change, and that has
been boiled down to one element –
carbon, and only carbon in its ancient
form. Flora and fauna became the Rio
rejects, despite the fact that deforestation and changes in land use are the
second leading cause of global warming. There has been declining policy
on biodiversity in almost all countries
since the hiatus in the 90s.
As climate change policy has
taken precedence over other environmental policies and budgets, the protection of natural living ecosystems,
whether it is forests, grasslands or
wetlands, has fallen by the wayside.
At some point, we stopped talking
about leaves, soil, fur, and feathers
and reduced them all to an element on
the periodic table.
To many of us, the trend to focus
exclusively on energy and transportation technology changes has felt like
focussing on the operation when the
patient is dead. People and industry
January-February 2009
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Based on the average estimates,
the total carbon stored by BC’s
forests amounts to 88 times
Canada’s annual greenhouse
gas emissions

want to offset emissions they choose
or feel they cannot avoid, but so far
the menu of options does not include
the key protection of nature that is urgently needed.
There are simple explanations
for why nature was sidelined by carbon. First, we do need to reduce our
emissions and stop putting additional
carbon into the atmosphere. Second,
there is lots of business to be made
or to be lost when it comes to carbon.
Carbon in the atmosphere can also
be quantified, added, removed and/or
traded. A price can be assigned and
it becomes a mechanism for developing technologies, and shifting trade
and power around energy. Living organisms aren’t quite so conveniently
packaged, there are no technologies
that can replicate them, nature is hard
to quantify, they don’t propel vehicles
or generate electricity and you can’t
trade chunks of nature on a world
market (yet).
Third, as the offset market builds
momentum, numerous tree planting
programs have been promoted by
both governments and business, diverting our attention from nature for
today to trees for tomorrow. This is a
logical path for industry as it means
we can ignore the deforestation and
degradation of land, with its carbon
emissions, that land development and
“resource extraction” produce. Even
though for more than 10 years it has
been demonstrated by economists
that restoring degraded areas can cost
up to 100 times what it would cost to
acquire the area outright. As the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment has
shown, ecosystems provide every
single service that humans need – but
we’ve not ascribed any value to it – in
Watershed Sentinel

our capitalist market place, and in our
practices on the planet.
Enter the logical conclusion
that in order to demonstrate that the
protection of nature is a mechanism
for mitigating carbon emissions, we
have to characterize nature as carbon
– living carbon. As ecologists argue,
chopping down a forest, draining a
wetland or eliminating species releases the same type of carbon atoms as
when you burn coal or gasoline – oil
and gas are just ancient carbon. Once
you have characterised nature as living carbon, then looking after nature
becomes what Richard Hebda has
named “carbon stewardship.”
It is a strange concept, fraught
with problems but part of our political
reality. Many would argue that trying
to quantify life in terms of carbon is
a slippery slope to nowhere. For example, shouldn’t we be legislating for
an end to the destruction of nature,
not paying large companies not to do
something they shouldn’t be doing in
the first place? If we could legislate
conservation over consumption, then
that would be the best solution. Others argue that unless we ascribe value
to the unpriced natural services and
systems, like nature, air and soil, they
will continue to be unvalued and exploited. The reality is (the bottom line)
the pricing of living carbon is simply
one tool by with which we can protect
nature in the short term, and yes it
should be coupled with strict legislation, incentives and a shift in values.
This spring more than 25 BC
environmental organizations made a
joint submission to the BC Climate
Action Team. It included more than
30 measures to reduce emissions and
result in the government’s goal of reducing BC’s emissions by 33 percent
below 2007 levels by 2020. Measure
17, called Adopting a Carbon Stewardship Approach to Land Use Management, presented the concept of
carbon stewardship as a greenhouse
13

gas reduction measure, recommending the protection of nature as a significant action that can and would,
if supported, help both mitigate and
adapt to climate change.
On August 6th, the Climate Action Team presented their recommendations – both regulatory and voluntary – which did not include the protection of BC’s ecosystems for carbon
sequestration, including those huge
carbon stores within BC’s coastal
Douglas fir zones – one of the three
most endangered ecosystems that
Taking Nature’s Pulse identified.
The Land Trust Alliance of BC’s
report, Mitigating and Adapting to
Climate Change through the Conservation of Nature, released in January
2008, identified the values of these
carbon sinks in BC.
Many would argue that trying to
quantify life in terms of carbon
is a slippery slope to nowhere

British Columbia forests have
some of the highest carbon stores in
Canada, averaging 311 tonnes per
hectare, with some coastal forests
holding 600 to 1,300 tonnes per hectare. Based on the average estimates,
the total carbon stored by BC’s forests
amounts to 88 times Canada’s annual
greenhouse gas emissions (989 times
BC’s GHG annual emissions). This
stored carbon is worth an estimated
total of $774 billion, or $62 billion per
year ($1,072 per hectare).
Meanwhile, the fifty scientists
that authored Biodiversity BC did an
extensive review on the status of 3,800
species. Out of the report came 23 major findings, the top four of which directly address the region of the coastal
Douglas-fir/Garry oak ecosystem.
Many of us in the southern portion of BC live in the rarest ecosystem
in BC and it is critically imperilled –
which is the highest ranking of conContinued on Page 14 
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Rio continued
servation concern. What is more, we
have the majority of the global range
for this ecosystem, so this is it folks,
we’re holding the baby.
Climate change is identified as
the biggest threat to biodiversity, followed by urbanization, agriculture,
alien species and deforestation. Protecting carbon sinks and practicing
carbon stewardship are the best tools
for protecting biodiversity as well as
mitigating and adapting to climate
change.
The bad news is that the provincial government’s response to Taking
Nature’s Pulse, has been to take little
to no action. The David Suzuki Foundation points out that “the government’s new wildlife policy relies on a
fragmented, weak, and discretionary
patchwork of existing approaches that
haven’t shown much success in the
past.” Besides no new approaches,
there is no proposal for provincial endangered species legislation, nor any
indication that the carbon stewardship
approach proposed by the NGOs will
be adopted.
However, although not one of the
group’s recommendations, there has
been initial development of a Pacific
Carbon Trust, a carbon trading registry – a first in Canada – and a scoping
paper on how at least BC government
operations that aren’t reduced, might
be offset. Although in the initial concept of this registry there is only reference to tree planting (absolutely no
substitute for protecting intact ecosystems) as an offset measure, once
a registry is established carbon stewardship may well become an accepted
means of offsetting emissions. It all
depends on whether we can convince
the politicians (their scientists need no
convincing) to value living carbon in
the same way as ancient carbon.
Various ENGOs including The
Land Trust Alliance of BC have joined
together as the Forests, Biodiversity,
Watershed Sentinel

and Climate working group, and are
putting together further reports and
persuasive arguments for the protection of more of BC’s unique globally
important ecosystems.
The good news is that as a
measure to mitigate climate change,
ecosystem protection is unlikely to
go away. Last December, the World
Bank launched a $300 million dollar Forest Carbon Fund to provide a
pricing incentive for industry to buy
carbon credits and prevent deforestation. Big polluters will offset their
carbon emissions by paying into
a fund, which will pay developing
countries not to deforest. Our partner in the Western Climate Initiative,
California, has accepted the acquisition of the 2,200-acre Van Eck Forest
in Humboldt County into the California Climate Action Registry for the
Pacific Forest Trust (PFT) to permanently reduce approximately 500,000
tons of CO2 emissions over a 100-year
period through conserving this forest,
According to the Registry’s president,
Diane Wittenberg, the Van Eck Forest
Project meets the highest standards,
providing real, significant and durable
sequestration.
On the social side, we need
strong support for carbon stewardship
as an essential tool to protect nature,
whether it is as a pricing mechanism
to make destroying nature too costly,

or providing incentives to protect nature in all land use decisions, whether
it is forestry or urban development.
That tool then needs to be coupled
with strong legislation to protect endangered species and ecosystems as
well as local economies. Ensuring
social equity is a major component
of the debate on Climate Change effects, and offset projects, but there is a
strong indication that in 2012, the next
round of Kyoto will take a more active position on tackling deforestation
and land use change worldwide. The
time has come to resurrect Rio in its
entirety and its full intent to protect
the earth.
t
Briony Penn is a writer/illustrator, naturalist and lecturer with a Ph.D
in Geography who lives on Saltspring
Island, BC with her two sons. She
grew up on the endangered shores of
the Salish Sea.

Taking Nature’s Pulse: The Status
of Biodiversity in British Columbia,
(See www.biodiversitybc.org).

Columbia Valley Voters Support Tax for Conservation
BC’s Columbia Valley has become the first community in Canada to
adopt a comprehensive conservation fund tax. Despite the current global
financial crisis, the majority of voters (54%) from Canal Flats to Spillimacheen said Yes! to paying about $20 per parcel of additional property tax
for a dedicated fund to support conservation projects in the Valley.
In the United States, similar initiatives have also been strongly supported. In their recent election, voters across the United States backed 62
of 87 conservation finance measures, generating a single day record of $7.3
billion in new conservation funding.
—East Kootenay Conservation Program, December 16, 2008
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Wild Times

So, it stands to reason that anything that stops a grizzly from moving is a big problem. And that makes BC’s
expanding network of highways and motorized wilderness
access a major threat. But lately I’ve been hearing rumblings about a new threat bearing down on BC’s embattled
grizzlies. Private power projects are starting to clog up bear
travel routes.
You can see the problem for yourself at the website IPP
Watch (http://www.ippwatch.info/w/)
Check out the Google Earth map of proposed and operating private power projects on this website – it’s mindblowing. There are hundreds of these things in grizzly
country, which all involve dams, construction roads, diversion tunnels or pipes and power line swaths. Most of the
construction zones push high up in remote river valleys at
by Joe Foy
the entranceways to mountain passes.
Up north of Pemberton, a recent public meeting over
Hiking in the Coast Range of British Columbia
the fate of the Ryan River pulled over 200 concerned citiis much like a board game we used to play as kids – Snakes
zens. The Ryan River has been identified as a secluded valand Ladders. In this game you try to navigate up ladders
ley important in the province’s efforts to recover the local
and down snakes through a maze of hazards and prizes.
grizzly bear population by providing them with a protected
I’ve spent many a pleasant hour marking out zig-zag
travel route through this section of the Coast Range. It was
hiking routes on government topographic maps whilst planrecommended in 2004 by a government-sponsored land use
ning for a backpack expedition. I’d scroll a pencil line along
planning committee as a no-go zone for industrial power
serpentine mountain ridges, drop down into some blue line
production. Many people attending the meeting were more
of a river in a valley bottom to follow it up into the alpine
than a little steamed to see a private company proposing to
and snowfields and eventually to a pass. One thing for sure in
divert the Ryan into a 10 kilometre long tunnel, then slash
these rugged mountains, if you want to go far you are going
a power line right of way across the
to need to find out where the mountain
nearby hillsides.
passes are and mark them on your map.
Trace the Ryan to its source on the
It’s not just the project currently
If prairie landscapes are like a pool
Pemberton Icecap, over a pass into
proposed for the Ryan that’s a probtable, all flat with a hole here and there,
the Elaho Valley, then over another
pass into the Toba system and you
lem. Trace the Ryan to its source on
then BC’s Coast Range is like a jumble
will see an industrial grizzly blockade
the Pemberton Icecap, over a pass into
of shoeboxes. Once you enter one shoeof proposed private power projects.
the Elaho Valley, then over another
box valley, you aren’t getting out the
pass into the Toba system and you
other end and into the next shoebox valwill see an industrial grizzly blockade of proposed private
ley until you find a pass. Lucky for us hikers, a pass is often
power projects. Some, like the huge projects on the East
where a river or stream gets its start. Follow the right stream
Toba and Montrose Creeks are being built now, with dozens
and you’ll get to the right pass and into the next valley.
more waiting to pounce on grizzly travel routes.
Topo maps, and lately, Google Earth, is how we people
You just got to wonder – in a province where people
find our way up and over the passes. We do it mostly for
clearly value public power and wild rivers and grizzly bears
fun.
– how did we end up with a premier so bent on lining the
pockets of the private power guys at such a huge cost to the
Grizzlies do it by memory. They gain their knowlenvironment?
edge either from being shown the way by their mothers, or
by exploration. Grizz are born travelers. I figure they probt
ably travel for fun too, like us. But the great bear also needs
to move to live, to find food, shelter and of course, to find
Joe Foy is Campaign Director for the Wilderness Committee,
Canada’s largest citizen-funded membership-based wilderness
grizzly lovers to help make little grizzlies. A grizzly’s home
preservation organization, which has 28,000 members from
range is huge! A female grizzly bear requires 250 to 500
coast to coast.
square kilometres and a male requires 500 to 1000 square
Photos by Wilderness Committee
kilometres.

Electric Grizzlies

Watershed Sentinel
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Sacrificed

One small environmental organization refuses to forget BC’s lost Watershed Reserves

Photo Will Koop

Photo Will Koop
Arrow Creek Watershed Reserve: A new road is cut through kilometres
of steep, sensitive glacial till soils. Hay bales, mandated under Best
Management Practices, do little to nothing to prevent the fine silts
and sediments, shown below and around the culvert, from continuing
onward to Arrow Creek, which supplies water to the Kokanee beer
factory in Creston.

by Delores Broten
The BC Tap Water Alliance
(BCTWA) has released three more reports in its long-standing campaign to
raise the alarm about incursions into
community drinking watersheds, and
the removal of those watersheds from
protected status. Through archival
research, the BCTWA has uncovered
maps and documents that reveal decades of bureaucratic sleight-of-hand,
ignoring the legal protection of watersheds as provincial Land Act Watershed Reserves to the benefit of logging
Watershed Sentinel

and development interests. BCTWA’s
2006 book, From Wisdom to Tyranny,
detailed the scandalous fate of BC’s
protected drinking watersheds.
In May, The Community Forest
Trojan Horse discussed a highly controversial attempt to insert a Community Forest License into the Sunshine
Coast Regional District’s primary and
secondary water supplies, the Chapman Creek and Gray Creek Watershed Reserves. At the heart of that issue is a long-fought local struggle to
16

protect these watersheds, including a
1998 regional referendum in which an
overwhelming majority voted against
logging and mining in them.
Two reports in July and December 2008 concern real estate and commercial recreational developments in
Rossland’s city watershed, Topping
Creek, including details of how BC’s
Chief Forester began sidelining these
Reserves in the 1960s.
In November, BCTWA co-ordinator Will Koop wrote to BC Minister
of Forests and Range Pat Bell, protesting the issuance of a 99-year Community Forest License to the Creston
Valley Forest Corporation since the
license lies “within the boundaries of
four community watersheds and Watershed Reserves.” Koop reminded
the Minister of his government’s Reserves legacy: “These Reserves, numbered at over 300 in the early 1980s,
were to legislatively protect community drinking watersheds from all dispositions...”
The Alliance has told the Forest
Stewardship Council BC Regional
Process that it welcomes the community forest tenure as “an important,
necessary, and legitimate process – on
one condition: Stay out of community
January-February 2009
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For more information and to read
the numerous reports prepared
by BC Tap Water Alliance, with
documentation, visit www.bctwa.org
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by Heather Pilatic, Pesticide Action Network North America, Fall 2008

Profit percentage increases

In the midst of the worldwide financial industry meltdown, the global
food crisis continues unabated. More than 925 million people—mostly
women and children—are still unable to buy food, despite the fact that there
is enough to go around. At play in both the financial and food crises are the
rippling effects of decades of deregulation, corporate consolidation, and
speculation.
Today, the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) estimates the
world’s grain reserves would only last 53 days.
Over the last four decades, international development projects and trade
policy regimes have effectively dismantled agricultural self-sufficiency and
smallholder farming in the global South while positioning large agribusiness
corporations to profit from controlling more and more of the world’s food
system.
Meanwhile, food prices have
skyrocketed in the last few years
to unprecedented and unsustainable levels. The net result is that the
world’s poor have been priced out of
the food market. In Haiti, Morocco,
Guinea, Mexico, Egypt, Burkina
Faso, Indonesia, Mauritania, Senegal, and Uzbekistan, people have
taken to the streets in mass protests.
Governments are resorting to rationing, price freezes, and halting
exports of key food staples such as
rice in increasingly desperate attempts to stem the tide of growing
domestic unrest. The world’s collective social fabric is on the line, and
for good reason.

Average increase in grain prices

drinking watersheds.” It also notes
that Metro Vancouver (1999) and
Greater Victoria (1994) now enjoy reprotected drinking watersheds.
In its letter to the Forests Minister, the BCTWA continues to claim
that, during the 1990s Commission
on Resources and the Environment
land use processes in the Kootenays,
knowledge of the reserves was hidden
from the public:
“We discovered that provincial
government planners who sat at the
Land Use planning tables, who were
legally bound to bring all information
forward…[failed] to inform the public
about the Watershed Reserves. What
we infer from this neglect, intentional
or otherwise, [is] that it rendered the
Land Use Plans and related management planning illegal, from the perspective of lands bounded by these
Reserves.”
To date, the provincial government has rejected the BCTWA’s
repeated calls for a legal or judicial
inquiry into the fate of many provincial Watershed Reserves.


While profits for grain companies Bunge, Cargill,
and ADM, which control 90% of global grain
trade, have grown 100 to 140% between 2005
and 2008, grain prices have doubled and more.
Source and graphs, PAN.

How to Fix the Food System

Stabilize prices for farmers and consumers by re-regulating food commodity markets and establishing strategic
food reserves.
Build local and fair food systems that reduce food mileage, pay fair wages, and honour the human right to healthy
food. Reform food aid so that the World Food Program purchases food locally and at fair prices.
Regulate and rebalance power and risk in the food system by reigning in
the political influence and monopolistic control wielded by big agribusiness. Create multi-stakeholder, democratic food policy councils.
Insist upon ecological farming by redirecting state, national, and international farm policy—and agricultural research, education, and investment—
toward smaller-scale farming and food businesses that are sustainable.
Prioritize food over fuel.

Watershed Sentinel
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We Can Get There from Here
But the only way out of a dead end is the opposite direction.
A global organization must be created (Survivors International?)
to give people all the support they need, both individually and
collectively, to stop living at the expense of their future. If we meet
this challenge successfully, our renaissance will never end.

gf
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ou

by Gordon Albright

We can’t possibly survive unless we all have the right,
and
fulfill the responsibility, to look after our immediate
e
in
st
ea
needs
without destroying our future. Our failure to meet
Our
modern,
sciend.
this critical challenge has already begun to create serious
tific, technological, indusshortages, not only of resources like oil that we can live
trial civilization has given us the greatest material wealth
without, but also of absolute necessities like fresh water
and power we’ve ever had; but almost all these gains are
and food. We must give up our science-fiction fantasy of
“forbidden fruits” that have come at the expense of our fuease and luxury for everyone, and make sure instead that all
ture. We thought our great new prosperity was the beginthe world’s people will always have everything they really
ning of endless “progress” towards a Paradise on Earth, but
need. We must replace our culture of limitless entitlement
it was achieved by weakening and destroying all our lasting
with a culture of responsibility. As Gandhi has said, there’s
means of support. As the future that we’ve sacrificed for
enough for everyone’s need, but not for everyone’s greed.
immediate gain has become the present, it’s become harder
We must begin by recognizing that almost all the techand harder to hold on to our prosperity. Just to hold onto it
nologies we’re so proud of are suicidally dirty, dangerous
a little longer, let alone make any further “progress,” we’ve
and destructive. They’re based almost entirely on dead-end
had to sacrifice our future more and more. This vicious spiprocesses that convert resources into pollution. These deadral will destroy us if we don’t put an end to it. Hence the
end technologies can never give us safe and lasting support,
Law of Power: When we use our material power for the
and they destroy the natural processes that do give us safe
greatest immediate gain, it destroys us.
and lasting support. These natural processes are based on
clean, nurturing natural cycles, which immediately recyThe only way out of this vicious spiral is to stop saccle all their waste back into the resources they came from.
rificing our future for immediate gain, and start working
Hence the Law of R enewal: All the material products we
and sacrificing for our future instead. Then, as the future
consume must be completely recycled
that we’ve worked and sacrificed for
as fast as we consume them.
becomes the present, we’ll have more
When our prosperity comes
We weaken and destroy these vital
for ourselves and also more to invest
from the misery of others,
natural
cycles with our poisonous polin our future. This will create a selfthey are forced to get
what they need destructively,
lution, with our ignorant and misguidreinforcing upward spiral of genuine,
at the expense of everyone’s future.
ed attempts to “improve” them, and by
lasting progress, in place of the vicious
consuming their products faster than
downward spiral we’re in now. This is
new ones can be regenerated from the waste we produce.
what the great historian Arnold Toynbee has called an “act
Our scientific, technological and industrial establishments
of resignation,” by which a civilization gives up living at
do all these things on a massive scale. They assure us this
the expense of its future, and starts investing in it instead.
is perfectly safe, but no-one knows what harm it’s doing to
This is the only way to bring a decline to an end, prevent
us. Climate change is just the tip of this very large iceberg.
collapse, and start a renaissance.
Only the very greatest caution and restraint can protect us
If we meet this challenge successfully, our renaissance
against these unknowable dangers. As Claude Bernard has
will never end. This is the only way we can really make
said, “true science teaches us to doubt, and in ignorance to
steady progress towards a Paradise on Earth. And that Parrefrain.” We have to give up everything that we can only
adise can be achieved before very long, once we make it
have by harming our natural life support system.
our top priority to establish a secure, lasting base of support
But we must also give up everything that we can only
that will always give everyone all the real necessities of life.
have by harming our human life support system and the
Then people will no longer be forced to live destructively,
essential services it provides. When our prosperity comes
and they will be able to fulfill their responsibility never to
from the misery of others, they are forced to get what they
demand anything that might harm anyone’s future.
rf
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to avoid giving anything up, and through anger, based on
paranoid delusions, we blame scapegoats and try to stop
their destructive behaviour rather than our own. Nowadays,
our main wish-fulfillment fantasy is that our dead-end technologies will stop destroying us and start saving us, and our
main scapegoats are “terrorists,” who can never do us as
much harm as we’re doing to ourselves and to each other.
When it becomes clear that these false solutions can
never work, then the next stage is depression: giving up
all hope that we can ever save ourselves. But finally there
comes the realization that it really is possible to free ourselves from the addictive death spiral we’ve fallen into.
With the help of a strong community of support, we can
give up everything and do everything that’s necessary.
Then we’ll gain everything that really matters, above all
The only way we can save our future is to give up
lasting well-being; and lose only the “forbidden fruits” that
everything we can only have at its expense. But this is not
are causing our destruction, which we can’t hold onto for
always easy, especially when we’ve become so dependent
long anyway. This is the final stage – the mature accepton these things that we don’t feel able to live without them.
ance of reality that comes when we learn to get everything
This is exactly the challenge that a recovering addict faces.
we need by maintaining and strengthening what our future
Fortunately, organizations such as Alcoholics Anonymous
depends on, and never by living at its expense. Hence the
have shown how people can overcome such addictive deLaw of Survival: we cannot live at
pendences. In a nutshell, they help
the expense of our future.
addicts to understand that their lastI know what the greatest cure is: it is to
ing well-being depends on a support
give up, to relinquish, to surrender, so
This vital inner transformasystem far greater than themselves.
that our little hearts may beat in unison
tion can only occur when an addict
Living at its expense is what draws
with the great heart of the world.
becomes honest and open enough to
them into the vicious spiral of addic—Henry Miller
tion. We are sustained by what we
abandon all wish-fulfilment fantagive to our support system, not by what we take from it.
sies and paranoid delusions, embraces the truth, takes reWe can only put ourselves first by putting everything that
sponsibility, and is willing to change to a new way of life.
sustains us first. Hence the Law of Love: We must care for
This makes life much easier over time, but it‘s very hard at
everything that our future depends on ahead of ourselves,
first. It’s always tempting to fall back into the old trap of doing what’s easiest right now, but this soon makes life much
and even sacrifice ourselves for it if necessary.
harder, and even impossible. The enemy within is the hardAddicts can only recover if they clearly recognize the
est to fight, and it’s a battle that can never be completely
harm they’ve done to their support system, and take full rewon. But millions of members of Alcoholics Anonymous,
sponsibility for it. They must stop doing any further harm,
and countless other people, have shown that it can be fought
and repair the harm they’ve already done as best they can,
successfully.
in every way that doesn’t do more harm than good in the
As Alcoholics Anonymous says, we have to do it ourend. Alcoholics Anonymous helps an addict do all this by
selves, but we can’t do it alone. A global organization must
providing a strong community of support, built around adbe created (Survivors International?) to give people all the
dicts who are farther down the road to recovery.
The greatest barrier to recovery is the addict’s own
support they need, both individually and collectively, to
resistance to giving up everything that is causing the adstop living at the expense of their future. It must help everyone to fulfill this critical responsibility by providing the
diction. The various forms this resistance takes are neatly
same kind of personal support that Alcoholics Anonymous
summed up by Elizabeth Kübler-Ross’s five stages of bedoes. But to give everyone the freedom to do this, it must
reavement. First comes the outright denial that there’s any
also work to establish the base of lasting support that we
need to give up anything. This is rationalized by believneed to give everyone a means of livelihood that does no
ing in wish-fulfillment fantasies instead of facing reality.
harm to anyone’s future. This is the only way to overcome
But when reality starts forcing us to give things up, we resort to desperate measures. Through bargaining, based on
the current economic crisis, and achieve lasting economic
new wish-fulfillment fantasies, we try to find clever ways
security and stability.

need destructively, at the expense of everyone’s future.
Then endless power struggles destroy our communities,
which are crucial to our survival. We’re all in this crisis
together, and we can only get out of it together. That’s why
renewed human communities at all levels must guarantee
everyone, as the most basic human right, a secure, healthy
means of livelihood. It must provide for every immediate
need without harming anyone’s future. But to give our communities the resources they need to do this for us, we must
all accept the responsibility to put their needs ahead of our
own, and to make whatever sacrifices are necessary to keep
them strong and healthy. Hence the Law of Community:
One for all, and all for one.

Continued on Page 20
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We Can Get There continued
This will mean completely rebuilding our global economy, by replacing as quickly as possible all our dead-end
technologies with clean, safe, reliable, lasting, natural technologies. Organizations such as The Earth Policy Institute
have worked out specific plans for starting to do this. There
will have to be far greater local self-sufficiency, based on
conscientious stewardship of our land and oceans, to make
the most of all the lasting support they can provide. Human
communities of all sizes, helped by organizations such as
“Survivors International,” must give people all the support
and all the opportunities they need to achieve this massive
transformation. As in World War II, changes that seem impossible now will happen quickly and easily once people
see the urgent need for them.
If we allow our economy and society to collapse into
chaos, there will be enormous death and destruction, and it
may become impossible to prevent fatal harm to our future.
It is the wealthiest people and countries who will suffer the
most, because they have the most to lose. The bigger they
are, the harder they’ll fall. So they have the most to gain
from preventing this collapse; and they can also do the most
to prevent it, since they’re doing the most to cause it. But
they also face the greatest challenge, because they have the
most to give up, and are the least prepared to live without it.
If they meet this challenge successfully they will not only
save themselves, they will stop leading us down to destruction, and start leading us up to lasting peace and prosperity.
But massive amounts of money, pursuing the greatest
immediate gains at the greatest expense to our future, also
come from small investors who participate in pension funds
and mutual funds. This enormously powerful destructive
force can only be stopped by giving all these people the
returns they need from investments that build our future
rather than destroying it. These are the activities that our
governments should be subsidizing, instead of giving massive subsidies to activities that destroy our future. We can
only have real social and economic security if no one ever
has to invest in the destruction of our common future just
to get by from day to day.
The only way out of the dead end we’re rushing into is
to turn around and go back the other way. We have to do exactly the opposite of almost everything we’ve been doing,
and pursue exactly the opposite values. Instead of trying
to take control of the world, we have to adapt to it. Instead
of taking what we want by force at the expense of what
sustains us, we have to get it through mutually supportive
partnership with the global life-support system our survival
depends on. Instead of pursuing the highest possible levels of production and consumption, we have to pursue the
greatest lasting well-being of everything that sustains us.
Instead of plunging blindly and recklessly into all kinds of
Watershed Sentinel

unforeseeable dangers, we have to exercise the utmost caution and restraint. By working and sacrificing for technological and industrial “progress” because we thought our
future depended on it, we’ve actually been destroying our
future. Instead we must work and sacrifice for all the natural and human communities of support that our future really depends on.
Up to now, civilized societies have alternated between
the false “freedom” and “progress” of arrogant, reckless,
irresponsible materialist excess, and long “dark ages” of
guilt-ridden, fearful, oppressive authoritarian excess. The
reaction against each of these two destructive extremes has
always produced the other one. Now we have to establish
ourselves on the middle ground of sanity in between. Oversimplified, bureaucratic, authoritarian laws can never keep
us from destroying ourselves, nor make us do every-thing
we must do to save ourselves. We need to live by sound
principles flexibly applied in each local context, not by rigid
rules and regulations.
As an old Navajo once told Henry Miller, we are burning ourselves out by burning up what sustains us. However
mature we may sometimes be as individuals, collectively
we’re still adolescents living only for the moment, who
haven’t learned to take care of their lasting well-being. We
haven’t learned to recognize and avoid all the tempting
“forbidden fruits” that give us only a brief surge of comfort,
convenience and prosperity, at the cost of our future. We’ll
have to learn very soon, or it’ll be too late.
We must stop demanding the false, self-destructive
“freedom” to have whatever we want and do whatever we
want, regardless of the harm we do to our future. Instead
we must fight for the only freedom worth having: the freedom to live in a way that doesn’t harm our future. When
everyone has gained this essential freedom, then we can all
fulfill our crucial responsibility to stop living at the expense
of our future, and start building it up instead. If we do this
in time, then there will be sweat and toil for a while, but no
blood or tears. As everyone knows, sometimes we have to
go through some pain to recover from an illness. But when
we do recover, we’ll finally free ourselves from the vicious
spiral that our technological and industrial “progress” has
caused. At long last its ever-growing burdens, demands,
dangers and destruction will stop wearing us down. Our
prosperity will never stop growing, and we’ll live in peace
and harmony with the natural world, with each other, and
above all with ourselves. That’s the only real Paradise we
can ever have on Earth.
t
Gordon Albright is a Professor Emeritus of Mathematics at
York University
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Grandma and grandpa would…just take the time and do it.
There’s much talk of resilience these days and the “art” of being thrifty. While this
can indeed be seen as a good thing on many levels, it seems odd to have to have the
mainstream media extolling the virtues of say, knitting and simple woodworking, as if
they were some kind of long-lost primitive art.
by Leslie Gillett
In one generation have we truly gone from having
hands-on skills to only knowing how to access the information about how to do these things?
Not really – much of wringing of hands about how
incompetent we all are is simply the newest media hype.
Sure many thirtysomethings can’t sew, quilt, fix a lamp,
can food or chop wood. So what? They haven’t needed
to. Now maybe we will need to again so ... we will. Most
people in these last few “just buy it” generations have parents or grandparents who were quite self-reliant. It’s not a
huge learning curve as you really don’t have to be a rocket
scientist to can a bean or make a table. To do those things
simply requires time, patience and some basic ingredients.
To do such things really well is a whole other story.
If my paternal grandma was alive today, her winter
pantry would be filled with hundreds of jars of food. The
first of December marked the end of canning season for
her as the last of the fall veggies were safe in the basement
and the wormy winter apples had recently been made into
applesauce. She was a terrible cook – the meat went in
the oven at the same time the veggies were put on to boil
in the good old-fashioned British way. Brussel sprouts
adorned every Sunday dinner, rolling around on the plate
like little odiferous shrunken heads. But could she ever fill
a pantry!!
Homemade bread with spoonfulls of seriously sweet
jam in hand, we’d head off to explore the basement treasure trove of food. We all loved walking into the pantry
and seeing the rows and rows of jars filled with brilliant
colours. Cherries in syrup, fat golden peaches, pickled cucumbers, pickled beans, gooseberry jam, raspberry jelly.
Rows of pears, plums, beets, tomatoes, sometimes meat
and fish, always apples, potatoes, turnips and carrots in
big wooden boxes covered with burlap sacks. We felt safe
and happy, bustling around in that small room, counting
jars, sneaking some of the raisins soaking in brandy and
peeking into vats of souring cabbage. It smelled like the
land of plenty.
On a prairie farm? No indeed. All this was in the
wilds of downtown Burnaby, in a little house just off
Kingsway. My grandmother was competent at many basic
things and really, really good at knitting (she could play
Watershed Sentinel

bingo with me, watch TV and knit a sweater all at the
same time!). She only read the Bible, Reader’s Digest and
National Enquirer. She often gave money to handsome and
greedy TV evangelicals. What I am trying to say here is
she was not a brilliant intellectual. That didn’t mean she
wasn’t an extremely competent woman as were most of her
friends up and down that suburban street.
My grandpa Made Things. There was nothing he
couldn’t figure out how to build given enough time. Years
as a train engineer gave him hands-on knowledge of machinery – years in the basement gave him the skills needed
to make a chair and table for me. He also only read the Bible and sometimes a newspaper. He was gentle, slow and
very patient.
The point here is doing hands-on things requires time,
patience and basic knowledge. We can get the knowledge
easily enough – there are at least 9,000 recipes online for
making salsa – but it’s the time and the patience that have
been in short supply. If we want to or have to, we can learn
to make more, buy less; watch less TV, play on the internet
for fewer hours and learn a few transferable skills. An economic slowdown may indeed allow us to slow down and
experience the simple joy and satisfaction of being able to
fill a pantry, build a shed...and choose not to try canning
brussel sprouts!
t
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Buddhist Engineering
by David Simms
We have all reaped the benefits of engineering. For
BC’s North Thompson Valley is hardly what could be
those of us who live in the high latitudes, survival depends
called a solar Mecca. Yet, as an off-grid enthusiast, I decidon the use of technology to keep warm and to grow, store
ed to try my own Buddhist engineering experiment, a solar
and prepare food. We’ve used brute force engineering to
freezer. There’s nothing exceptional about the equipment: a
supply the required energy to do these things, often with
standard 24-volt Sundanzer freezer, a Sharp 175 watt solar
unfortunate consequences. Coal-fired electricity, nuclear
panel, and four 6-volt deep cycle batteries. The challenge
power plants that rely on uranium mining to supply their
was to run the freezer, year long, without backup. My stratfuel, large hydro projects that flood vast areas and, of
egy was to place the freezer in an unheated shed. Up until
course, oil and gas development all employ engineering
the cloudy days of mid-November, the batteries reached full
expertise in order to accomplish their ends.
charge on about 14 days out of 15, often by 10 or 11 a.m.
I think there has to be a place for a new kind of enDuring the cool days of fall, the reduced output of the solar
gineering, one that attempts to synchronize our activities
panel was tracked by the reduced demand from the freezer.
with nature in order to allow her to do part of the work. I
So far, the system has exceeded my expectations.
would call it “Buddhist engineering.” It’s engineering with
At home, we can revise the way we do things in order
a different focus, engineering with a gentle face. Some eleto get more in tune with nature. The mere changing of some
gant technologies that reflect this type of engineering have
habits doesn’t cost anything, yet it can make a difference.
been uncovered by archaeologists.
Last fall, I left my carrots in the ground, covered by a
Earthenware refrigeration was often used as a way of
layer of plastic and 20 cm or more of straw. Whenever we
keeping foods cool in hot climates. (Today’s pot-in-pot rewanted a few, I’d go out to the garden, rummage under the
frigeration, developed by Mohammed Bah Abba, is a modsnow and straw and retrieve what was needed. We ate the
ern variant.) It’s one of those technologies
last carrot in April and it tasted as fresh as
Nature’s almost
that is so simple that it could easily be overit would have last summer. The trick is to
always there to help,
looked. Unglazed earthenware pots are
capture “earth heat” near the surface and
if we take the trouble
soaked in water so that water permeates
insulate the vegetables so they remain cool
to understand her ways.
every pore. Then the food is placed inside
but still protected from freezing.
and the vessel is covered. As the water slowly evaporates
A Quebec friend, George Foster from Way’s Mills,
from the surface of the jar, it takes with it a tremendous
grows tropical fruit like bananas and dates year-round. He
amount of heat, called the heat of vaporization. The jar
uses a solar greenhouse, that faces south and has an insucools and the food lasts. What a beautiful technology: it’s
lated north wall. During the toughest part of the Quebec
passive, it doesn’t rely on electricity, you don’t have to pay
winter, he throws small plastic tents around the most delpower bills, and you don’t need to call a 1-800 number to
icate plants; sometimes he might light a fire in the wood
ask for help to run it.
heater. He has developed local markets for this produce,
Solar-powered water pumps are now common, and
which doesn’t rely on a single drop of fossil fuel. Even in
modern, higher-tech refrigeration has also used nature
the North, Nature gives us some of the help that we need.
to contribute to the cooling process. Sundanzer has pioIn Buddhist engineering, the challenge is to satisfy the
neered the PV-direct, batteryless refrigerator. They take
basic energy needs for life not only in an efficient fashion,
their super-efficient DC refrigerator, place a phase-change
but by synchronizing these energy demands with Nature.
material inside, and allow the sun to run it during the day.
Nature’s almost always there to help, if we take the trouble
Overnight, the phase-change material gradually melts as
to understand her ways. We need to compile an inventory
it continues to cool the cabinet. Sunfrost’s heat pipes help
of these solutions to “fuel” the engineering revolution in
during the winter when solar energy is less available. As
which each of us becomes an engineer.
soon as the temperature outside the house drops below the
temperature of the cabinet, the heat pipes go to work, ret
ducing the work done by the fridge by 40%.
David Simms lives and experiments in Clearwater, BC.
Watershed Sentinel
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Text and photos by Caezer Ng
Light streams through leaves and
illuminates a pathway where twigs
and leaves crunch with every footstep
on the forest floor. It leads to a glade,
spacious enough for thirty adults.
They are in a classroom in West Africa, sitting on logs in rows, and their
eyes lead to the front where a fellow
farmer shares the fruits of his discovery, tapping a stick against sheet paper
resting on an easel – with a diagram of
a tree and sun.
In the tree and sun diagram, the
farmers will discover that young cocoa trees maximize yields with full
exposure to the sun. They also discover that, contrary to conventional wisdom, yields will improve with fewer
trees and more space, as this presents
less competition for soil nutrients. In
later classes, the farmers will learn
that cocoa trees more than 10-years
old require more shade; therefore
large timber trees should not be cut
down.
These cocoa farmers are part
of a Farmer Field Schools program,
a platform designed for testing new
ideas to use in other farms of West
Africa. The public-private organization, Sustainable Tree Crops Program
(STCP), designs teaching materials
for these schools. The Farmer Field
Schools seek to create balance in the
agriculture sector in order to maintain
and improve a country’s economy and
labour force.
The cocoa plant was first introduced from South America to Ghana
just over a century ago. An understory
forest tree, its introduction presented
an opportunity for West African
farmers to earn a living, by supplyWatershed Sentinel

ing American and European chocolate companies with one of the world’s
most valued agricultural commodities. The plant accounts for 57 per cent
of West Africa’s agricultural exports,
and 70 per cent of the world’s cocoa
comes from this region; Côte d’Ivoire
being the largest producer and Ghana
the second largest. Between Côte
d’Ivoire and Ghana, 6 million people
are employed on farms, and millions
more take part in the transport and
business end. The majority of farmers
own family smallholdings that average 3 acres in size.
With such a large population devoted to the industry, West African
farmers must develop new methods
to improve yields, prevent or reduce
the impact of diseases and disasters,
and minimize environmental hazards.
In the 1980’s, a fungal disease called
“Witch’s Broom” spread through cocoa’s native continent, South America, and obliterated the farms in Bra23

zil, the second-largest producer at
the time. According to Isaac Gyamfi,
STCP’s manager in Ghana, “Witch’s
Broom” plummeted Brazil’s production of 400,000 metric tonnes to
98,000 tonnes per year. Brazil is no
longer a contender in cocoa farming.
“This was a wake-up call for
West Africa,” says Gyamfi. “Black
Pod,” another fungal disease, affects
West Africa, but not to the extent of
“Witch’s Broom.” As a result, STCP
was conceived in 2000.
In the rural community of
Akrokyere, the farmers rise from
their sitting positions, and prepare
themselves into groups to test a new
idea – the pretty, pink mistletoe may
in fact be a pest that absorbs nutrients
and sunlight.
Gyamfi cautions against the monoculture that is slowly evolving on
Ghanaian soil. The enthusiasm for cocoa has many farmers reducing the
production of traditional foods such
as cassava, plantain, and maize. This
lack of diversity is a recipe for environmental disaster, such as was the
case for Brazil’s “Witch’s Broom,”
and the ongoing battle to preserve the
world’s banana supplies from Panama
disease. Cocoa is strictly a cash crop,
but convincing farmers like Dwumah
to diversify for the future is a necessary part of the Farmer Field Schools
to sustain growing cocoa for many
years to come.
t
See www.treecrops.org
Caezer Ng has a degree in education, and worked in Edmonton’s
school system for two years. He is
currently studying photojournalism
in Belleville, Ontario.
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Site C on the Peace River

“Green” Energy
or Greenwash?
The Peace River where the upper reservoir of the Site C dam would flood

by Maggie Paquet

BC Hydro says Site C would provide about 900 megawatts of capacity, and produce approximately 4,600 gigawatt hours of electricity each year – enough to power about
460,000 homes. “As currently designed, the earthfill Site C
dam would be 1,100 m long, with 300 m of concrete structures located on the right bank for the spillway and power
intakes…. The reservoir would be 83 km long, on average
two to three times the width of the current river, and would
flood approximately 5,340 ha.”

Site C and the Spin
Google the phrase, “Site C” and whaddya get?
1,270,000 hits! The first two are from BC Hydro claiming
that another dam on the Peace River is a good source of
“green energy.” Green energy?
What does the term “green energy” mean? That it’s
completely “sustainable”? It has no negative environmental effects? Does “green” mean “clean”? Or is it a case of
“clean” compared to…What? Coal-fired generation? Nuclear power? Incinerating garbage? The purpose of this article
is to get us thinking beyond the words and into a closer
approximation of reality – in the context of energy production.

The Geography

The Peace River runs for 1,923 kms from the head of
the Finlay and Parsnip rivers (now drowned in Williston
Reservoir when the WAC Bennett Dam was built) to its delta at Lake Athabasca in Wood Buffalo National Park. Here,
it connects with the Slave River, which runs into Great
Slave Lake, then the Mackenzie River, which empties into
the Arctic Ocean.

What is Site C?

Site C is a proposed third dam on the Peace River about
7 km southwest of Fort St. John in BC’s northeast. The other
two dams are the WAC Bennett Dam and the Peace Canyon
Dam. Considered one of the largest dams in the world (in
1999), the Bennett is capable of generating 2,730 megawatts
at peak capacity and an average of 1,310 gigawatt hours.
Downstream is the Peace Canyon Dam (1980), which created the Dinosaur Reservoir. This generates an additional
694 megawatts.
Watershed Sentinel

Photo by Wayne Sawchuk

The headwater rivers of the Peace rise in the Omineca
Mountains on the east side of the Northern Rockies and
Rocky Mountain Trench. It is the only river on the continent
that flows completely west to east through the Rocky Mountains. Part of the enormous Mackenzie River watershed, the
Peace drains a watershed of 302,500 km2, of which a third
is in BC and the rest is in Alberta.
24
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Peace River dams can affect water levels in Alberta.
The WAC Bennett dam has been blamed for lowered water
levels in Alberta’s Athabasca and Peace deltas and for altered critical wetland habitats.
In 2004, members of the Athabasca Chipewyan First
Nation – whose culture is closely tied to these habitats –
were awarded $4 million by BC Hydro as compensation for
the effects of the dam, built during the 1960s.
Agriculture is the third largest resource industry in BC
after logging and mining. Only 3% of BC’s land is considered suitable for farming – the smallest amount of any province except Newfoundland/Labrador. Peace River farmland
produces 86% of BC’s grain.
An article in the Vancouver Sun in April 2004 said BC
Hydro estimates that the project would leave a footprint of
5,125 ha. Of this, 3,940 ha is judged to be farmland of agricultural significance, much of it class 1 agricultural land.
Any nearby high quality agricultural land would be downgraded because of the localised climate change – such as
increased fog – caused by a large reservoir.
The relocation of the highway, secondary access roads,
dam construction materials, and the clearing and widening
of the transmission lines are not included in the calculated
losses of agricultural lands.
In addition to the loss of important farmland, there
would also be significant loss of unique wildlife values,
such as the crucial wintering and calving habitat for ungulates and nesting areas for warblers, as well as the area
being an important flyway for 70 species of birds and waterfowl (including red and blue-listed species).

The History

(from the 2007 BC Legislative Library backgrounder)
“The Site C project…was first suggested by BC Hydro in the 1970s. …It would flood several thousand hectares of land near Fort St. John…and take over 10 years
to complete…Feasibility studies and public consultations
were first conducted in the mid-1970s. In 1980, BC Hydro applied for an Energy Project Certificate to build the
dam. The BC Utilities Commission (BCUC) held numerous
hearings, listening to over 70 witness panels and 100-plus
representatives at local and special First Nations meetings.
The commission ruled in 1983 that Cabinet should defer issuing a certificate,” which it eventually did, in that round.
Hydro revisited the question repeatedly over the next two
decades.
In 2001, Hydro updated information on the dam’s environmental impact, generating capacity, and economic
viability and included Site C in its 2004 and 2006 submissions to the BC Utilities Commission. Most recently, the
BC government’s 2007 energy plan stated it would “enter
into initial discussions” with key stakeholders to “ensure
that communications regarding the potential project and the
processes being followed are well known.”
The Impacts

The original Site C plan called for removal of approximately 2,600 hectares of land from the Agricultural Land
Reserve in the Lower Peace River. The 1983 BCUC report
noted there could be some impact on climate in the immediate area of the reservoir “from increased fog and humidity
which might adversely affect farming in the region.”
The BCUC report
also found flooding
would result in the loss
of productive forest
land, a “significant loss
of both game and nongame wildlife in the region”…and that “while
the project will create
new reservoir recreational
opportunities,
these will not offset the
quality and value of lost
river based recreation...”
and estimated a net recreation resource loss of
$6.9 million.

The Science in Today’s Terms

In the journal Energy & Environmental Science, Mark
Jacobson,
director
of the Atmosphere/
Energy Program at
Stanford University,
reviews and ranks
major energy-related
solutions to global
warming, air pollution deaths, and energy
security. The report
and extensive supplementary materials are
available online.
The report assumes that all US gasoline-powered vehicles

Map by Arthur Caldicott
Watershed Sentinel

Continued on Page 26
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Site C continued

BC Energy Forecast and Supplies
by Delores Broten
BC Hydro forecasts BC electricity requirements
to go up to between 68,000 and 82,000 gigawatt hours
(gwh) by 2025. This is up 35% from 51,000 gwh in 2006
– an increase of at least 17,000 gwh.
Sounds like we are going to need a lot more power in
BC, but BC Hydro’s Powersmart people say that BC can
easily conserve 8,660 gwh by 2026, and could conserve
up to 15,070 – for a net increase of only 2,000 gwh.
To put that in perspective, BC Hydro has accepted 4
projects to generate power from beetle kill wood for 579
gwh. The 2003 Green power proposals came to 1762 gwh
so 2,000 gwh will not require much capacity-building.
Hydro is in the process of adding two 500 megawatt
generators to the Mica (Columbia River) dam. They are
also adding another 500 mw generator to the Revelstoke
dam.
Permanent closures in the pulp industry, not included in these forecasts, should free up 2,000 gwh. Then
there is the Kitimat aluminium plant, which is not now
going to be expanded according to the new owners. It has
power surplus to its needs.
For “Clean Power,” in the current round, BC Hydro
received 68 proposals from 43 companies, representing a
total firm energy output of approximately 17,000 gwh per
year. The proposals were for 45 hydro projects, 19 wind
projects, 2 waste heat projects, 1 biogas project, and 1
biomass project.”
Site C would create 4600 gwh.

will shift entirely to electric power or ethanol fuel, and
compares 10 ways of generating the necessary electricity
(and two ways of making ethanol) from solar photovoltaics
to coal-fired generation and nuclear power.
The criteria used in ranking included global warming,
air pollution mortality, impacts on water supply, and wildlife and land use impacts. Overall, the technologies ranked,
from highest (safest and most sustainable) to lowest in this
order: wind and wind-storing hydrogen, concentrated solar
power, geothermal, tidal, solar photovoltaics, wave, hydroelectricity, coal, nuclear, ethanol (corn), and ethanol (cellulose). Note that hydro dams ranked 8 out of 12.
Jacobson said, “The US could theoretically replace
all 2007 on-road vehicles with battery-electric vehicles
powered by 73,000 to 144,000 five megawatt wind turbines... reducing US CO2 by 32.5-32.7% and nearly eliminating 15,000 vehicle-related air pollution deaths per year
in 2020.” The manufacturing is possible: the US produced
300,000 airplanes during World War 2.
What The People Are Saying

Based on BC Hydro’s consultation report, some key results of public consultations are:
• Environmental impacts were judged to be more
important than both dependable energy and low-cost
energy.
• Protection of the environment for fish and wildlife
were of greatest importance to participants, with over
four in five rating fish and fish habitat and wildlife and
wildlife habitat as “extremely” or “very” important.

—BC Hydro 2005 Electric Load Forecast,
BC Hydro Conservation Potential Report, 2007

In Fort St. John, participants questioned the lack of
technical information, suggesting the consultation is flawed
without full technical information available. It was further
suggested that consultation is being done to fulfil a requirement only and would not have an effect on whether to proceed with Site C. Participants expressed concern that there
was not enough public information about the negative impacts of Site C. They were interested in energy alternatives
outside of Site C and whether as much effort has gone into
exploring alternatives. Many questioned the government’s
mandate that restricts BC Hydro to hydroelectricity, as opposed to producing energy from other sources.
Hudson’s Hope participants expressed concern about
how Highway 29 improvements might increase wildlife/
vehicle collision rates, and said that the discussion guide
looked like it had been written as if the project was proceeding.
Participants from Mackenzie said they wanted to ensure that BC Hydro learn from mistakes made on Williston
Watershed Sentinel

Lake, particularly concerning the need to clear organic materials in the reservoir area prior to flooding.
The Peace River Regional District concerns included
socio-economic aspects and the need to see commitments
in writing due to previously broken promises.
The North Central Municipal Association expressed
concern with effects on fish. The North Peace Economic
Development Commission expressed concern about impacts to agricultural land. Participants from Dawson Creek
expressed concerns over whether additional energy is really
needed and the issue of exporting energy.
Why does BC Hydro Want This Dam?

BC Hydro says, “The chief advantage of a [large hydroelectric dam] system is that it provides a reliable supply
with both dependable capacity and energy, and a renewable
and clean source of energy. Hydropower produces essentially no carbon dioxide…”
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The goal of BC’s energy plan is to achieve most of
“…BC’s electricity requirements over the next 10 years
through increased conservation and energy efficiency by all
British Columbians, coupled with generation by independent power producers. However, new projects take time to
plan and implement. Many provide limited amounts of firm
supply. BC will also need to consider options for new, large
scale sources to meet forecasted demand growth in the next
10-to-20 years. Large scale options could include Site C….”
“Site C would be publicly owned. Early interim project
estimates indicate that Site C could cost between $5 billion
and $6.6 billion.”

For More Information
The BC Energy Plan: A Vision for
Clean Energy Leadership, BC Hydro
2007. www.energyplan.gov.bc.ca
The Site C Dam: Historic Overview and Key Issues, Background Brief,
Legislative Library of British Columbia, May 2007.
www.llbc.leg.bc.ca/Public/Background/200702BB_Site_C_Dam.pdf
“Down the River” column and links, webblog, Northeast News, www.
down-the-river.blogspot.com
Extensive collection of current and historical reports on Site
C, consultation documents, and news updates, BC Hydro,
www.bchydro.com/planning_regulatory/site_c.html

Back to the Spin: Green Energy or Green Wash?

“Review of solutions to global warming, air pollution, and energy
security,” Mark Z. Jacobson, Energy Environ. Sci., 2009

There are a number of considerations we need to make
in order to decide if an energy source is “green.” How much
water does a project use and take out of the fresh water resources (of a nation, a region, etc.)? How much land, especially agricultural land, is compromised or destroyed in this
project? How much fish and wildlife habitat is destroyed?
Are traditional uses of local indigenous peoples affected?
What is the footprint of the generating plant? What is the
footprint of the distribution/transmission method?
What about the effects caused by diverting resources at
the expense of developing technologies that can unarguably
be called green? Are the billions of dollars for construction,
maintenance, and decommissioning a dam – plus the costs
for compensating people and businesses that are displaced
by the project – better spent on investing in technologies
that do far less environmental and social damage than hydroelectricity?
Look beyond the easy, familiar words that are used to
sell you something. If we want to turn around the status
quo, we have no choice.
I cut my teeth on environmental issues in British Columbia nearly 30 years ago over Site C. After hundreds of
hours of consultations around the province, the BC Utilities
Commission ultimately couldn’t justify Site C in part because of environmental impacts. Since then, given the loss
of species and habitats around the province, the excessive
habitat disruption that already exists in the northeast, the
threat to fresh water, and especially the uncertainty of climate change, what on Earth could make this a good idea
today? We have the technologies to develop truly “green”
energy. Let’s quit living in the past and get on with it.

Peace Valley Environment Association, www.peacevalley.ca
Keepers of the Water, www.keepersofthewater.ca

To Comment on the Proposal
Peace River Site C Hydro Project, P.O. Box 2218, Vancouver, B.C. V6B
3W2. Fax: 604 623-4332, Toll-free: 1 877 217-0777 sitec@bchydro.com

Find your MLA at www.leg.bc.ca/Mla/3-1-1.htm

t
Maggie Paquet is a consultant biologist who has been
involved in environmental issues in BC and elsewhere for
at least three decades. She lives in Port Alberni.
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From Omnivore to Vegan
A Lifetime of Transformation

The year was 1987. I was an Alberta-raised meat and
potatoes gal, and my life was about to change in ways I
could never have imagined.
In a middle income traditional household with British
immigrant parents it’s not unusual to awake to the smell
of kippers for Sunday breakfast, to consume steak and
kidney pie, or liver and onions for dinner. For many years
meat was a significant part of my daily existence and, being the only daughter, I grew up learning to plan and prepare meals around a dead animal centre piece.
Thankfully, the opportunity for a social justice and
spiritual transformation awaited me.
At a small California College, a Liberal Arts program
taught me about biology, anthropology, history, and politics, but it was an ecology course that sparked my love for
the magical mystery of Planet Earth. And then the seeds
of vegetarianism were planted in my brain.
I joined the Green Future Club on campus and one of
our invited speakers, Michael Clapper, talked about John
Robbins and “Diet for a New America,” comparing the
amount of food and water needed to feed a single cow with
the number of people the same amount can nourish. At
that precise moment I decided it was time for a change.
In nutrition class I learned that animal protein is easily replaced with veggie alternatives. In the kitchen, my
paradigm shifted from fried ground beef to the soaking
and cooking of beans. I began to feel better, both physically and spiritually, moving towards a healthier existence
and living with a lighter footprint on our precious earth.
Fast forward to 1999. I’d been back in Canada for
nine years, and answered an ad in Victoria for a vegan

by Janine Bandcroft

flatmate. It was a nice apartment; I figured I could make
the shift.
I soon learned that moving from vegetarian to vegan
is almost as much of a headspace shift as the initial move
away from meat. Eliminating all animal products means
reading a lot of labels! Animal ingredients (whey, gelatin,
albumin, stearic acid) are everywhere – in vitamins, shampoos, toothpaste, soaps, cleaning products, even some
beers and wine.
Whereas my vegetarianism was motivated by a desire
to live simply so others might simply live, becoming vegan
opened another door of awareness.
I’ll admit that changing lifelong habits is a challenge,
but it’s definitely been worth it. Sacrificing salmon and
pizza was especially challenging, but nowadays there are
many delicious spices and vegan alternatives. Not only do
I feel better about the way I live in communion with all
other living things, and the planet, I also feel better physically. My weight no longer fluctuates, I’m less prone to
anger, and my skin and hair and nails are healthier than
ever. Plus, I’m happy to report that since my step-father’s
bypass surgery, he and my mother have also moved to a
mostly vegan existence.
There are lots of vegans in the world and no doubt
they all have interesting stories about their own personal
journeys with food. But if you want more than anecdote,
there’s also plenty of statistical research to support a move
to a plant based diet.
t
Janine Bandcroft is founder and co-ordinator of
Victoria Street Newz.
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“the vast majority of all cancers,
cardiovascular diseases, and other
forms of degenerative illness can be prevented simply by
adopting a plant-based diet.”
It’s easy to attain all the necessary vitamins and minerals from a plant based diet although some vegans supplement their diets with vitamins and minerals including B12,
iron, and calcium.

Environmental Reasons

In Livestock and the Environment:Finding a Balance,
C de Hann, H. Steinfield and H. Blackburn state that there
are 21 billion livestock animals on the planet, requiring
two-thirds of earth’s agricultural land. They’re consuming
grains and cereals that might be human food. In fact, according to the Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations (FAO), in 1900 just over 10% of the total
grain grown worldwide was fed to animals; by 1950 this
figure had risen to over 20%; by the late 1990s it stood at
around 45%.
The FAO also found that by 2003, about 70% of fresh
water resources were diverted specifically for agriculture.
According to Professor David Pimentel at Cornell University, 500 litres of water are needed to produce 1 kg of
potatoes, 900 litres per kg of wheat, 3,500 litres per kg of
digestible chicken flesh and 100,000 litres per kg of beef.
Livestock production contributes to climate change,
with fossil fuel consumption being the main factor. It is
also a significant source of man-made methane gas which
is released by sheep, cattle and goats.

Animal Rights Reasons

Of all the analysis I’ve encountered on this, I really
like Lee Hall’s perspective. Lee is the Legal Director for
Connecticut-based Friends of Animals and she believes it’s
not enough to change the way animals are treated. Instead,
we need to think about why we believe we have the right to
use animals, unnecessarily, for our own ends.
“Other animals have their own interests,” Lee wrote,
“and were not put here to satisfy ours. Veganism [is] ...about
abolishing vast exploitive industries through conscientious
objection and replacing them with clearly defined vegan
initiatives. The point … [is] that by renouncing dominion
we’d bring humanity to the first civilization that merits the
name.”

Humanitarian Reasons

The FAO also report that in 2002 about 25,000 people died each day from hunger-related causes and although
world meat production has quadrupled in the past 50 years,
approximately 840 million (about 14%) of earth’s human
population are currently undernourished.

Sources
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO)
Agricultural Data 2002; ‘The State of Food Insecurity in the World’
2002; Review of agricultural water use per country, www.fao.org/
R. Goodland & D. Pimentel, ‘Sustainability and Integrity in the
Agriculture Sector,’ Ecological Integrity: Integrating Environment,
Conservation and Health, D. Pimentel, L. Westra, R. F. Noss (eds),
Island Press, 2000
Prof. V. Smil, ‘Rationalizing Animal Food Production,’ in Feeding the World: A Challenge for the 21st Century, MIT Press, 2000.
All the above are available at www.vegansociety.com
Viirginia and Mark Messina, The Dietician’s Guide To Vegetarian Diets: Issues and Applications, Aspen Publishers, Gaithersburg,
Maryland, 1996, republished at madcowboy.com

Health Reasons

Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy (BSE), or mad
cow disease, first surfaced in England in 1986. The most
recent case in Canada was reported in February 2008.
T. Colin Campbell, Senior Science Advisor to the
American Institute for Cancer Research, has reported that
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Sustainers of the Watershed Sentinel
Did you know? Without the extra helping hand provided by these generous sustainers, the Watershed
Sentinel just could not pay its printing and postage bills. Their help allows us to provide you with a strong
independent voice for environmental issues, activism, and social justice. We depend on them with thanks.
Stars

White, Saltspring Isld BC • Susan Marie Yoshihara, Denman
Isld. BC • Ruth & Fred Zwickel, Manson’s Ldg. BC

GlassWaters Foundation • Marlene Johnston, Kaslo BC •
Mel McDonald, Victoria BC • The Pinch Group, Victoria BC
• Helen Lee & Michael Redican, Quathiaski Cove BC • Deb
Weiers, Red Deer AB

A very Big Thank You to all those listed,
those who wish to remain anonymous,
and the many others without whom
this magazine simply could not publish!

Friends
Across Borders Media, Victoria BC • Gordon Albright, Toronto
ON • John Cashore, Coquitlam BC • Bill & Joan Paterson,
Nanaimo BC • Norberto Rodriguez de la Vega, Whaletown
BC • Peter Johnston & Sue Wheeler, Lasqueti Isld. BC • RE
Wolf, Calgary AB • Ray Woollam, Duncan BC

z
Watershed Stars
($500 and over annual donation):

Patrons
Barnard-Boecker Centre Foundation, Victoria BC • Linda
Bonnefoy, Whitehorse Yukon • Louis & Vera Broten, Edmonton AB • Alan Martin & Vivian Chenard, Saltspring Isld. BC •
Mark Roseland & Susan Day, West Vancouver BC • Elizabeth
Ferris, Vancovuer BC • Tom Gilbert, Surge Narrows BC • Just
Havelaar, Courtenay BC • Shirley Holmes & Harry Holman,
Qualicum Beach BC • Elizabeth Horsfield & Stuart Isto,
Powell River BC • Dave Hughes, Whaletown BC • Gundrun
Langolf, Vancouver BC • Kolin Lymworth, Vancouver BC •
Paul MacGillivray, Vancouver BC • Hannah Main, Victoria
BC • Dorothy & Des McIntosh, Santa Barbara CA • Maggie
Paquet, Port Alberni BC • Nina Raginsky, Saltspring Isld. BC
• Colin Rankin, Victoria BC • Murray Rankin, Victoria BC •
Rob & Francine Regan-Pollock, Vancouver BC • Martin Rossander, Powell River BC • Barry Roughton, Vancouver BC •
Paul Sanborn, Prince George BC • Basil & Jill Seaton, Jasper
AB • Ronni Solbert, Randolph VT • Dana & Joel Solomon,
Vancouver BC • Trude & Sedley Sweeny, Whaletown BC •
Lesley Taylor, Richmond BC • Charley & Amanda Vaughan,
Black Creek BC • Cordula Vogt, Saltspring Isld. BC

Watershed Stars help us find, follow and write the stories, print the magazine, distribute it, and sell subscriptions
and advertising. In days of yore, sentinels were stationed to
herald the approach of threats. Our Watershed Stars allow
us to keep watch on the issues and to inform concerned
citizens and activists.
Friends of the Watershed Sentinel
($200 - 499 annual donation):

Friends of the Watershed Sentinel help us offer constructive solutions to problems, and praise successes that
lead toward an environmentally sustainable future.
Patrons
($100 - 199 annual donation):

Patrons support the public education program that is
an integral and essential part of our publication.

Sustaining Subscribers
William Andrews, North Vancouver BC • J. Barber-Starkey,
Sidney BC • Jim Bradshaw, Maple Ridge BC • Brenda Bruns,
Creston BC • Mark Bullock, Abbotsford BC • June Cameron,
Cortes Bay BC • Renate Kroesa & John Dafoe, Halfmoon Bay
BC • Anicca de Trey, Comox BC • Susan Clarke & Alan Dolan,
Victoria BC • Don Ferguson, Lethbridge AB • Susan Fletcher,
Sechelt BC • William Foster, Saltspring Isld. BC • E. Golds, Port
Moody BC • Sylvie & Colin Graham, Sidney BC • Alison Graves,
Nanaimo BC • Donna & Richard Gross, Sointula BC • Leah
Hansel, Saltspring Isld BC • Wendy & Hubert Havelaar, Whaletown BC • A & E Haythorne, Victoria BC • Barb Hourston,
Nanaimo BC • Vicky Husband, Victoria BC • Jeff King, Abbotsford BC • Paul & M. Knepperges, Lund BC • Judith Lawrence,
Hornby Isld. BC • Ingmar Lee & Krista Roessingh, Victoria BC •
Eleanore Mameli, Minstrel Isld. BC • James Martin, Comox BC •
Dave McCandless, Aldergrove BC • Cathy & Don Morrison, Victoria BC • Rosemary & Dave Neads, Anahim Lake BC • Stefan
Ochman, Bamfield BC • Dona Reel, Gibsons BC • Mary Richardson, Athabasca AB • Norman Riggs, Powell River BC • Peter
Ronald, Victoria BC • Michael Rooksby, Victoria BC • Harriet
Rueggeberg, Lanzville BC • Barbara Scott, Victoria BC • Paul
Senez, Victoria BC • Faith Slaney, Saltspring Isld. BC • Frances
Slaney, Ottawa ON • Kieko & Allan Stewart, Hagensborg BC •
Philip Stone, Quathiaski Cove BC • Dr. Roy Sutherland, Victoria
BC • Beverly Tanchuk, Sechelt BC • Christine & Robert Thompson, Vancouver BC • Anna Tilman, Aurora ON • Frank Tompa,
Pender Isld. BC • Marjorie Urquhart, Fanny Bay BC • Elizabeth

Watershed Sentinel

Sustaining Subscribers
($50 - 99 annual donation):

Sustaining Subscribers assist with the copies of the
Watershed Sentinel in colleges, universities and libraries.
Donating Subscribers

Your extra donations added to your subscription are a
joy to receive, and contribute to every issue.
Friends of Cortes Island sponsors public education
features about sustainable living for Georgia Strait and the
islands – features that focus on renewable energy sources,
environmentally friendly building materials, alternative
sewage treatment, practical tips on “Living Green.” To receive a tax receipt, make your donation to FOCI.
Watershed Sentinel,
P.0. Box 1270,
Comox, BC
Canada V9M 7Z8
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Asbestos – Killer in Waiting
Exposure to toxics happens when and where you least expect it
by Don Malcolm

to the coronation. During our stay in England, a “ceasefire” was negotiated in the Korean conflict. On returning
to Esquimalt, I was drafted to the destroyer ‘Cayuga,’
bound for the far east, to police the ‘cease fire’ in the Korean ‘theatre.’ While there, I was transferred to another
destroyer, the ‘Crusader.’
I left the navy in 1957 on the completion of my five
year term of enlistment. I look back in fond memory of
the time I spent in the navy, the friends I made, and the
adventure. Those were five good and exciting years. But
now, a dark shadow is intruding on the memory of that
adventure.
Former shipmates are dying from asbestos related
lung cancer.
The interiors of Canadian Navy ships built before
1970 were insulated with asbestos. In the interior areas of
the ships, where sailors lived, slept, and ate their meals,
the bulkheads (walls), deckheads (ceilings), pipes, and
pumps were all insulated with asbestos. Often, a very
light, fine grey asbestos dust was visible in these areas,
especially after firing the ship’s guns. We lived intimately
with asbestos. On shore leave, wearing dress uniform, I
carried, in an inside breast pocket of my jumper, a small
clothes brush to deal with the asbestos that worked its way
out of the fabric of the navy blue uniform.
It is unlikely that the officers who served in the ships
of that period were aware of the danger that asbestos presented. In my experience, I found Navy officers to be carefully protective of the men in their charge.
But we can point an accusative finger at Canada’s governments of that time, and to this day. We are still mining
and selling asbestos to third world countries, to protect
700 jobs in Thetford Mines, Quebec.
t

“O hear us when we cry to Thee, for those in peril on
the sea,” is a line from the navy hymn, familiar to all
who sailed in ships of the Commonwealth navies. In recent years, it seems that plea may have fallen on deaf ears.
For as long as there have been ships, young men
have forsaken the land and gone away to adventure on the
oceans of the world. Not all went willingly. In the early
days of sail, many boys still in their early teenage years,
and even younger, were kidnapped, (shanghaied) off the
streets and roads of their home villages, and carried away
to work the ropes and rigging required to keep a sailing
ship under way, and on course. The boys were subjected
to cruel and brutal treatment. Many would not live to see
their homes again.
I first became interested in the navy while listening
to radio broadcasts and reading scarce newspaper coverage of naval activities in World War II. Early, my mind
was set. I would join the navy.
Time dragged slowly in the Ontario back-woods
where I was born and raised. In 1952, at the age of seventeen years, when the Korean war was threatening capitalism’s monopoly, I dropped out of high school and, in spite
of my parents apprehensions, joined the Canadian Navy.
After new entry training, then sea-training aboard the
frigate La Hullouise, out of Halifax, I requested and was
granted, a transfer to the West Coast naval base at Esquimalt, on Vancouver Island.
My expectation for Esquimalt was a posting to a
destroyer bound for Korea. However, the coronation of
Queen Elizabeth put that possibility on hold. I joined the
ships company of the cruiser ‘Ontario,’ bound for England
to ‘show the flag’ and take part in the ceremonies related

• TROJAN AND HALLETT UV SYSTEMS FOR DISINFECTION
• BIOSAND SYSTEMS FOR IRON-MN-H2S-TOC-TANNINS
• REVERSE OSMOSIS FOR SALT AND HEAVY METALS
• CUSTOM DESIGNED WATER TREATMENT PACKAGES

Residential - lodges - CommeRCial
FiRst nations

524 William St., Victoria BC V9A 3Y9
www.watertiger.net
250-412-1110 info@watertiger.net
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Conservation Carbon
By the numbers							

Compiled by Delores Broten

C

arbon continually flows between the atmosphere, the ocean, the earth’s biological systems, and its geological
materials. The best way to deal with the excess carbon dioxide going into Earth’s atmosphere from human activities
is to stop putting it out. While it will take a few decades to convert our civilizations to renewable non-carbon energy
sources, the one emergency measure everyone in the world can do right now is stop disrupting Nature’s own carbon
capture and sequestration. The global numbers show how important conservation in Canada is to the future of the Earth.
• Total amount of carbon stored in the atmosphere: 750 gigatonnes (Gt = billion metric tons)
• Total amount of carbon released by fossil fuel burning: 5.5 Gt per year
• Total amount of carbon released by land-use changes: 1.1 Gt
• Net carbon absorbed by the oceans and ecosystems: 3.2 Gt (approximately)
• Annual increase in carbon in the atmosphere: 3.4 Gt or 25% over 50 years
• Total amount of carbon stored in the world’s boreal forests: 300 Gt (88 plant biomass; 212 soil and litter)
• Total amount of carbon stored in Canada’s forests: at least 95 Gt
• Amount of carbon removed from Canada’s boreal forest each year by logging: 36 million tonnes, more carbon than
is emitted each year by all the passenger vehicles in Canada combined.
• Total amount of carbon stored in the world’s peatlands: 455 Gt (6.9 plant biomass, 448.1 peat)
• Total amount of carbon stored in Canada’s peatlands: 154 Gt

Turning Up the Heat, Greenpeace, April 2008; Carbon In The Bank: BC’s Forests and the Fight Against Global Warming, ForestEthics,
December 2007; The Cost of U.S. Forest-Based Carbon Sequestration, Robert N. Stavins and Kenneth R. Richards, Pew Centre on Global
Climate Change, January 2005; Forest Carbon Sequestration and Avoided Emissions, Canadian Boreal Initiative, October 2007; Mitigating and
Adapting to Climate Change Through the Conservation of Nature, Sara Wilson and Richard Hebda, Land Trust Alliance of BC, January 2008
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